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| Introduction 
 

•Title : YooHoo and Friends season 2 

•Genre : Adventure / Comic 

•Target : 3-7 years old 

•Format : HD 16:9 2D TV series (30 minutes X 26 Episodes) 

Summary 

YooHoo and Friends are back to save the Yootopia suffering from pollution in the environment. In their peaceful village, their new friends 

are flocking to search for shelter after losing their homes on Earth. YooHoo and Friends get along with their new friends in a town filled 

with joy and friendship. There is a magical spring in the Yootopia, where people sat that it can make you youthful forever with a couple 

of sips, it also helps our friends keep pure hearts and the peace in the village. One day, Mr. Big Boss learns about this miraculous spring 

and plans to make big profits selling this enchanted water. He and his never-helpful-assistants, Oops and Coops, watch for an opportunity 

to pollute YooHoo and Friends beautiful town and drive them out to build a factory in Yootopia to produce and sell “Live Forever” water 

bottles. 

Synopsis 



 YOOHOO 

PAMMEE 

ROODEE 

CHEWOO 

LEMMEE 

| Characters 
 

Playful, full of curiosity… and sometimes this leads 
to trouble, but YooHoo always knows right from wrong. 
He can run at super speed leaving his friends 
with no chance of catching him! 
 
 

Loves all the pretty and ‘bling-bling’ things in the world. 
She has a keen sense of hearing but this does sometimes 
mean she is kept awake at night by even the smallest 
sounds. 
 
 
 

Genius in invention. 
Roodee can come up with everything in need. 
A bit far from braveness, but he always support and help his friends in silence. 
However, there’s something about Roodee!, and that is dual personality to have 
him transformed like Hulk when his glasses are taken off. 
 
 
 

Careless and talkative, she is also a daydreamer. 
She has a great sense of smell and can pick up  
scents from far, far away.  
She brings hustle and bustle to Yootopia! 

Always grumpy no matters what his friends do to 
cheer him up. 
He tends to look at the negative sides and likes 
to pretend he knows everything. With great night 
vision, he can see well in the dark to guide his 
friends though this makes him sensitive to bright 
lights and he even faints once in a while! 
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| Episode 1. The Magical Spring Water 
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In peaceful Eco-Farm there is a legend that has been passed on through 

many generations. The legend tells of a magical spring water stream that 

gives everlasting youth. The evil Big Boss finds out about this legend 

and in order to take over the magical spring water, he orders Oops and 

Koops (evil alligators) to hassle the animals and chase them out of Eco-

Farm. Oops and Koops set off on their mission and begin to sell fake 

magical spring water to the animals. The animals innocently buy and 

drink the fake water and Oops and Koops spread nasty rumors that the 

magical spring water makes them break out in a terrible rash. The 

animals of Eco-Farm begin to panic and contemplate leaving the village. 

However, Yoohoo and his friends figure out Oops and Koops’ fake water 

scheme and they bring everything back to normal. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 2. Our Precious Water 
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Big Boss continues with his efforts to take over Greenit and orders Oops 

and Koops to dump wastewater into the village. The animals drink the 

contaminated water and see a change in their personalities. They 

become sensitive and easily irritated which leads to chaos in the village. 

As time passes the animals’ faces are cast with darkness and they 

become increasingly violent. Yoohoo and his friends realize that Big Boss 

was responsible for all the chaos, so they set out to stop his evil plan. 

They find Oops and Koops’ hideout and see them pouring the 

wastewater into Greenit. They give the alligators a taste of their own 

medicine by sending the wastewater right back to Oops and Koops. 

Once again, Yoohoo and his friends save Eco-Farm! 

Synopsis 



| Episode 3. The Best of the Best 
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Yoohoo does not only like to run but he also loves playing pranks. One 

day Yoohoo’s friends decide to get back at him by planning a big prank 

during the village’s race. On top of this, Oops and Koops also decide to 

make the race difficult for Yoohoo by setting up traps along the 

racetrack. Yoohoo, who doesn’t realize what is going on behind his back, 

is extremely confident that he will win the race. When a new rival, 

Caramel, arrives Yoohoo is surprised and taken back. Finally the race 

starts and Yoohoo runs with all his might! Although he encounters the 

traps set up along the way, he overcomes them and continues on with 

the race. In order to beat Caramel, Yoohoo even takes shortcuts and 

almost wins the race but Caramel beats him by one second! Yoohoo 

loses the bet he made with his friends before the race and promises 

never to play pranks on them again. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 4. A Nice Villain  
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Yoohoo and his friends are eagerly waiting for the Fruit Festival! 

However, an unknown animal ruins all the fruits and so, the Fruit Festival 

is cancelled. In addition to the bad news Pammee’s house is broken into 

and a thief has stolen all the food in the refrigerator. Yoohoo and his 

friends decide to take things into their own hands and begin a search 

for the criminal. They hide and wait in the fruit garden and finally catch 

the thief. The thief is a chameleon named Caramel that can camouflage 

itself according to its surrounding environment. After listening to the 

chameleon’s story Yoohoo and his friends realize that Caramel is a good 

animal and they all become friends. Caramel feels responsible for the 

cancellation of the Fruit Festival so he decides to make things right by 

planting a magic rainbow seed to produce a variety of fruit. Due to 

Caramel’s efforts the Fruit Festival is opened and all the animals are 

happy once again. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 5. The Fake Utopia 
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Big Boss, Oops, and Koops want to take over the village, so they decide 

to lure all the animals into one place. Yoohoo and his friends are the 

first victims and are lured to an amusement park, which is located near 

the Death Forest. Oops and Koops sabotage the rides at the amusement 

park so that Yoohoo and his friends cannot get off of them. At the same 

time, Caramel who was playing hide and go seek see that his friends are 

missing and goes out to look for them. While on the search, Caramel 

bumps into Lemmee who had just escaped from the amusement park. 

Together they save their friends from Oops and Koops by snatching the 

master switch that turns off all the amusement rides.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 6. Pammee the Superstar 
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Pammee is not only the most beautiful animal living in Greenit but is 

also a great singer. With her looks and angelic voice she captures the 

hearts of Yoohoo and his friends. Her friends try very hard to get 

Pammee’s attention and she takes the attention for granted. One day 

Yoohoo, Lemmee, and Roodee ask Pammee to sing for them, but she 

says she needs certain objects in order to sing. Therefore, she asks her 

friends to obtain these items for her. Through this process her friends 

become disappointed with Pammee and instead, turn their attention to 

Chewoo who shows off her cool dancing skills.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 7. Genius is 1% Inspiration and 99% Humor 
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Roodee, the genius inventor, fixes all the broken items his friends bring 

to him. Roodee also loves to play pranks on his friends and uses his 

intelligence to trick them. He plays pranks through his inventions and 

sabotages the items that he fixes for his friends. Yoohoo and his friends 

are fed up with Roodee’s tricks and become so angry that they confront 

him. However, Roodee runs away from his angry friends and is not able 

to return back home all night.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 8. Friends Forever 
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Oops and Koops plan to kidnap Roodee to force him to create an 

invention to bother the Greenit animals. One day Roodee goes into the 

Death Forest to gather items he needs for his inventions. Oops and 

Koops take this opportunity to kidnap Roodee! Back in the village, 

Yoohoo and his friends look for Roodee to fix their broken objects. 

When they see that he is missing they set out to search for him in the 

Death Forest. While in the forest they learn that Roodee was kidnapped 

by Oops and Koops, so they head to Big Boss’ castle to save him.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 9. A Thief in Disguise 
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One day the animals’ valuable items begin to go missing. Pammee’s 

mirror, Roodee’s encyclopedia, Chewoo’s pizza, and Lemmee’s bowtie 

have vanished into thin air! Everyone but Yoohoo is missing something, 

so naturally all the animals begin to suspect Yoohoo as the thief! 

However, Yoohoo has nothing to do with the disappearances and 

Caramel, the chameleon, is the one responsible for the missing items. It 

just so happens that back in Caramel’s village on an animal’s birthday, it 

was a ritual to secretly take items that they wanted from their friends, 

and later get them to guess which items were missing. Caramel had 

thought that this was the same in Greenit, which was the cause to the 

chaotic situation. The situation gets out of hand, and all the animals are 

certain that Yoohoo is the criminal and begin to act out on him. Caramel 

feels bad for Yoohoo and decides to fix the situation by secretly putting 

everything back in its original place. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 10. So Hot 
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Big Boss orders Oops and Koops to gather and burn firewood. The 

smoke and heat from the firewood creates a greenhouse effect and it 

becomes increasingly hot in Eco-Farm. This effect was all part of Big 

Boss’ plan to chase the animals out of Greenit, so that he could take 

over the magical spring water stream. However the plan begins to 

backfire on Big Boss, when along with all the animals, Oops and Koops 

also feel the effects of the heat and become very lazy. Not only that, but 

the magical spring water begins to dry up due to the heat as well! Oops 

and Koops can’t handle the heat any longer and run to Yoohoo and his 

friends, where they explain the cause of the heat and ask them for help. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 11. The Dinosaur’s Fury 
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Chewoo discovers a dinosaur’s egg left at her doorsteps. As the egg 

hatches a baby dilophosaurus appears and it believes that Chewoo is its 

mother. From that day forth Chewoo begins to take care of the baby 

dinosaur. While Chewoo and the baby spend their days in bliss, the 

mother dilophosaurus come to Greenit and rampages the village to find 

her missing baby. This chaos all began with Oops and Koops who had 

stolen the egg from the mother dinosaur and placed it in front of 

Chewoo’s house. It was all part of their mischievous plan and when the 

mother dinosaur arrives in Greenit, Oops and Koops lure the baby 

dinosaur and trap it in a cage. However, Yoohoo and his friends find the 

kidnapped baby dinosaur and return it safely back to its mother, so they 

could leave in peace. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 12. A Gift Gone Wrong 
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Pammee has the best ears in all of Greenit and can even hear sounds 

that are far away. Thanks to Pammee’s great hearing skills, the friends 

were able to put a stop to Oops and Koops who were throwing garbage 

away in Greenit during the night. One day a gift arrives at Pammee’s 

house. In the gift box there are a pair of small and round earmuffs. She 

immediately loves the earmuffs since she was unable to sleep at night 

due to all the noise. That very night she places the earmuffs in her ears 

and falls sound asleep. The next day Pammee wakes up and forgets that 

she has the earmuffs in her ears. Throughout the day Pammee 

continually mishears what her friends say and is unable to put her super 

hearing power to good use.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 13. The Treasure Ship Quest 
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The friends are listening to Chewoo’s story about a sunken treasure ship 

at the bottom of Greenit’s ocean. Yoohoo and his friends decide to look 

for the ship and they use Roodee’s robot fish to lead the way. While on 

their treasure ship hunt they come upon many sick ocean creatures. 

Suddenly squids appear and start spraying them with squid ink because 

they believe that their ocean friends are sick because of the land animals. 

Yoohoo and his friends find out that Oops and Koops were responsible 

for making the ocean creatures sick. They decide to help cure the 

creatures by giving them some magical spring water that has healing 

powers. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 14. We Can’t Live Without Roodee 
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There is a lot of damage in Greenit after a dinosaur rampaged the 

village. Yoohoo’s roof is damaged, Chewoo’s house is missing windows 

and doors, Pammee’s water pipes are broken, and the lampposts are not 

working, so Lemmee has to be there each night to light the way. 

Everyone needs Roodee’s help to fix all that is damaged. Roodee is so 

busy fixing everything that he doesn’t even have time to eat. However, 

Oops and Koops secretly begin to break everything Roodee fixes! Not 

only that but the two alligators use a huge fan to bother the animals 

even more. Oops and Koops are in for a big surprise when Roodee’s 

glasses are blown away by the strong wind and he transforms into a 

hulk! 

Synopsis 



| Episode 15. A Leader’s Burden 
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Amongst the group of friends Yoohoo has naturally taken the place as 

the leader. One day, Lemmee exclaims that he also wants to be the 

leader. Chewoo, Pammee, and Roodee decide to hold a tournament to 

pick a leader among the two. In the end, Lemmee wins and becomes the 

leader. However, the friends cannot stand Lemmee’s leadership because 

he always has to do everything his way and doesn’t listen to their 

opinions. The friends turn away from Lemmee and ask Yoohoo to be 

their leader again. But something makes Yoohoo tired of being the 

leader and goes back to ask Lemmee to take his place. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 16. Nothing To Eat 
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One day a swarm of locusts fly into Greenit and ruins all the plants, 

fruits etc. leaving nothing to eat. Without any food, all the animals go 

hungry and some even decide to leave the village. Of course this result 

was all a part of Big Boss’ plan. He created robot locusts to gather and 

lead a swarm of locusts to attack Eco-Farm. Roodee figures out the truth 

behind the locusts and comes up with a great idea. He finds the biggest 

robot locust and re-directs it to lead the swarm right back to Big Boss’ 

hideaway. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 17. Chewoo Catches a Cold 
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Yoohoo and his friends learn that when your nose is stuffed up it is hard 

to smell anything. They find this very interesting and begin to eat things 

like onions and garlic with their noses plugged. At this time an annual 

cooking contest was being held in Greenit. Chewoo, who has the best 

tasting buds and smell, is the judge for the contest. Unfortunately right 

before the contest Chewoo catches a cold and loses her sense of smell! 

On the day of the contest Chewoo chooses Yoohoo’s awful dish and 

gives it first place. Not knowing how awful Yoohoo’s dish tastes, Oops 

and Koops steal the dish and gives it to Big Boss to eat.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 18. Made By Roodee 
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For months Roodee has been working hard on a new invention, a 

transforming robot! He is just placing the finishing touches on the robot 

when Oops and Koops steal the robot, thinking it is complete. Big Boss 

is very happy with Oops and Koops and tells them to make the robot 

attack Greenit. The robot is transformed into something evil and begins 

to ruin everything in the village.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 19. Too Much Noise 
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Big Boss, Oops, and Koops use a loudspeaker to create a lot of noise in 

the village of Greenit to bother the animals. They place the loudspeaker 

at the entrance of the village and Oops and Koops, who are tone-deaf, 

begin singing. All the animals cannot stand the awful singing and noise! 

Pammee who has the best hearing is bothered the most by the noise 

but she uses earmuffs to plug her ears. Pammee then approaches Oops 

and Koops and shows off her fabulous singing skills. Forgetting all about 

their mission, Oops and Koops are awed by her beautiful voice and asks 

her to give them vocal lessons. After learning some singing skills Oops 

and Koops return back to their hideaway without fulfilling their mission. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 20. Oops and Koops Fall in Love 
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Big Boss creates a love potion to create chaos among the animals of 

Greenit. He places the potion in delicious pies and orders Oops and 

Koops to distribute them to the animals. Not being able to resist food, 

Oops and Koops eat all the pies on their way to the village. Just then 

Chewoo walks past them and having eaten the potion, Oops and Koops 

fall in love with Chewoo! They begin serenading Chewoo with love 

letters, flowers etc., in order to receive her love. Pammee doubts Oops 

and Koops’ feelings for Chewoo and decides to test their love. After 

realizing that they have true feelings for Chewoo, Pammee becomes a 

little jealous and contemplates what Chewoo has that she doesn’t. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 21. The Sleepwalking Monster 
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In the Death Forest Oops and Koops are attacked by a huge dark 

shadow and they are so frightened that they run back to Big Boss’ castle. 

They tell Big Boss that there is a monster in the forest but Big Boss 

doesn’t believe them. Back in Greenit, Yoohoo and his friends are 

shocked because the village had been ruined overnight. The monster is 

actually Roodee who turns into a hulk and sleepwalks during the night. 

Roodee, who doesn’t realize that he is the monster, sees a big footprint 

inside his house and becomes scared. His friends, however, figure out 

that it was Roodee and explains the truth to him. Roodee tries very hard 

to fix this phenomenon and even takes medicine.  But as night comes 

and Roodee falls asleep, he turns into a hulk and leaves his house once 

again.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 22. Two-Faced Roodee 
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Oops and Koops figure out Roodee’s transformation secret and 

immediately lets Big Boss know. Big Boss sets up a plan to use Roodee’s 

secret! Roodee on the other hand, is trying very hard to find a cure to 

stop his transformations. Yoohoo and his friends also help Roodee by 

researching into different cures. Oops and Koops use this opportunity to 

trick Roodee into believing that they have a cure, and then they kidnap 

him! Having kidnapped Roodee, Oops and Koops try to figure out how 

to make him transform into a hulk.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 23. Yoohoo and the Ants 
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Greenit has become a garbage field because of Oops and Koops. All the 

animals are busy cleaning up the garbage but Yoohoo is not helping his 

friends. When his friends ask why he is not helping, he suddenly begins 

to move here and there pretending to clean. All the animals are filthy 

from working so hard, but they cannot wash themselves because Oops 

and Koops have broken the water tank. The animals decide to gather the 

water that they can get their hands on, but Yoohoo doesn’t think that it 

is important. Suddenly, a fire breaks out in Yoohoo’s house and he 

regrets not gathering water when his friends told him to do so.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 24. Oops and Koops’ Past 
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Oops and Koops begin reminiscing about their past. A long time ago 

they were very rich and had so many rooms in their house that they 

would always lose their way. One day, Oops and Koops go on a trip and 

when they return, they find their bird butler has stolen everything they 

own leaving them with nothing. They then meet Big Boss who is 

preparing to search for the magical spring water and needs two helpers. 

Oops and Koops leave with Big Boss to search for the magical spring 

water which they hope will make them rich again. In the present day, 

Oops and Koops believe that it is all because of Yoohoo and his friends 

that they cannot find the magical spring water, and so they continue to 

bother the Greenit animals.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 25. The Legend of the Penguins 
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In the land of Eco-Farm where the weather is always consistent, it 

suddenly begins to snow. It snows for a few days and Eco-Farm turns 

into a white wonderland. Then one day a big glacier appears on the 

shore of Eco-Farm’s ocean. The glacier is from Icy Icy Land and on the 

glacier there are three penguins. They explain that the glacier had 

melted and floated down to Eco-Farm. The three penguins were skinny 

and could even fly! However, during their time in Greenit they eat a lot 

of delicious fruits and gain so much weight that they can no longer fly. 

Roodee comes to the rescue by inventing a wooden windmill to help the 

penguins get back to their home.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 26. Sleeping Pammee of the Forest 
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One day Pammee accidently drops her mirror into the river and an otter 

retrieves it for her. The otter brings two mirrors out of the river and asks 

Pammee which one belongs to her. Pammee takes her mirror and the 

otter gives her the second one as well. The second mirror is actually a 

magical one and has the power to make everything look more beautiful 

than it really is. Grandfather Owl tells Yoohoo and his friends that the 

mirror belonged to a princess long ago and goes on to tell them the 

legend of the Greenit princess. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 27. Fake Friends 
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Big Boss has created a magic potion. This potion enables Oops and 

Koops to transform into a fake Yoohoo and Pammee. In their disguises 

they go to the village and begin to make trouble. While in the village 

the real Yoohoo and Pammee confront them, and they begin to fight 

over who is real and who is fake. The friends decide to test them with a 

quiz contest that eventually the fake Yoohoo and Pammee win! However 

the fake Yoohoo and Pammee have a weakness. If they wash themselves 

they will turn back into their real form as Oops and Koops. The real 

trouble begins for them when they start smelling bad and their friends 

insist that they wash themselves with water.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 28. Picasso-The Birth of Greenica 
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Picasso comes to Greenit to draw mystical animals just like the great 

artist, Davinchi. Picasso meets Chewoo, who he has seen in Davinchi’s 

painting, and begins to draw portraits of Yoohoo and his friends. After 

the paintings are finished, only Chewoo seems to like the end result. It 

just so happens that Chewoo has similar drawing techniques to Picasso 

and begins to show her work to him. Picasso is so awed by her drawings 

that he begins to cry. At the same time, Oops and Koops use a large 

vacuum cleaner to suck all the fruit from Greenit and creates chaos 

among the animals. As Picasso sees the frantic animals running away 

from the vacuum cleaner, he is inspired by the scene and begins to 

create great drawings.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 29. The Ocean’s Black Spring 
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Yoohoo and his friends have gone to play in the ocean. They meet a 

squid and learn there is a black spring inside the ocean. Oops and 

Koops overhear this and tells Big Boss about the black spring. Big Boss 

orders them to search for the black spring since it may be where the oil 

spring lies. Oops and Koops find the ocean’s black spring and unplugs 

the entrance. All of sudden oil starts to spill and they begin pumping it 

to take back to Big Boss. However, the oil is not pumped properly and 

the ocean becomes polluted with oil! Yoohoo and his friends work 

together to help the ocean return back to its’ healthy state. 

Synopsis 
 



| Episode 30. The Disappearance of Pammee 
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Pammee is diagnosed with an illness that cannot be cured. It is the 

princess illness! The doctor tells Yoohoo and his friends that the only 

way to cure Pammee is to refrain from telling her she is pretty. At the 

same time back at Big Boss’ castle, Oops and Koops are being 

reprimanded for not doing anything right. Big Boss gives them an order 

to kidnap either Pammee or Chewoo. Oops and Koops successfully 

capture Chewoo but eventually they lose their way in the forest because 

of Chewoo’s constant chattering. They are so annoyed with her that they 

just let her go. Pammee, who hasn’t heard any compliments on her looks 

from her friends, goes out to find jewels to make herself look prettier. 

Oops and Koops take advantage of the opportunity and kidnap Pammee!  

Synopsis 



| Episode 31. The Search for Pammee 
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Yoohoo and his friends go to Big Boss’ castle to look for Pammee. On 

their way there, they pass the Death Forest and are affected by the scent 

of a mushroom that makes the mind go fuzzy. Not having control, they 

fall into a hole in the ground and are chased by a monster spider. They 

somehow overcome all the obstacles and find their way to the castle to 

save Pammee! 

Synopsis 



| Episode 32. Chewoo’s Dream 
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Chewoo opens a party with her friends to celebrate her birthday. On this 

day she makes a birthday wish but it is an unrealistic one. However, the 

next morning Chewoo wakes up to find that her wish had come true! 

Chewoo and her friends are so shocked and decide to hold another 

birthday party to make another wish. Chewoo makes a new wish and the 

next day, to everyone’s surprise her wish comes true again! Chewoo 

continues to make absurd wishes and one day wishes that her house 

could fly. The next morning she wakes up to see that her house has 

wings and is flying in the sky. She travels here and there in her flying 

house, when suddenly her house drops from the sky… 

Synopsis 



| Episode 33. Where’s the Sun? 
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A solar eclipse is about to occur in the village. As the sun disappears it 

becomes dark in Greenit. The solar eclipse also increases Yoohoo and his 

friends’ powers! Pammee is stressed because she hears everything louder 

than normal, and Chewoo is in agony because she can smell anything 

and everything! Roodee transforms into a hulk, Lemmee cannot stop the 

light shining from his eyes, and Yoohoo cannot take a few steps without 

his speed getting out of control. On top of all this, Oops and Koops are 

taking advantage of the darkness and dress up as ghosts to scare all the 

animals in Greenit.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 34. The Sinkholes 
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One day in Greenit a big sinkhole appears in the forest. At first Yoohoo 

and his friends are awed by this phenomenon but become worried as 

more sinkholes appear in the village. Yoohoo and his friends all fall into 

the sinkhole and meet a mole deep in the ground. They find out that 

the mole lost its way home and all the digging to find its way back had 

resulted in the numerous sinkholes. Yoohoo and his friends set out to 

help the mole find its home and begin their underground search.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 35. Who’s Older? 
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Oops and Koops are planning their birthday party but realize that they 

don’t have many friends to invite. In order to receive gifts from the 

Greenit animals they begin singing terribly around the village to get the 

animals to give them gifts. On Oops and Koops’ birthday, Yoohoo and 

his friends prepare a big gift and a small one. They tell Oops and Koops 

that the big one is for the older alligator and the smaller one is for the 

younger alligator. Upon hearing this, Oops and Koops begin fighting 

over who is older, and not being able to stand their bickering Yoohoo 

and his friends decide to hold a test to see who is older.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 36. Best of Friends 
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There is a ‘Best Friends’ contest happening in Greenit and the winning 

team receives tickets to the ‘Fantasy Island’. Each team is made up of 4 

friends and in order for Oops and Koops to participate they come up 

with a plan. To get two more animals to be on their team they stand in 

front of all the animals in Greenit and promise never to bother them 

again. Their plan works and the very weak deer and loud chatterbox 

parrot decide to be on their team. Oops and Koops are excited because 

now they have a team of 4 to participate in the ‘Best Friends’ contest.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 37. Carmel Turns Into a Spy 
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Big Boss has created a potion that turns Caramel into a spy. Oops and 

Koops use Caramel to place Yoohoo and his friends in danger. Yoohoo 

and his friends are busy trying to figure out who is responsible for all 

the weird happenings in the village. After investigating they realize that 

Caramel was being controlled by Big Boss and was responsible for all the 

chaos! Roodee develops an antidote to cure Caramel and bring him 

back to normal. Caramel is angry with Big Boss and plans to get revenge! 

Synopsis 



| Episode 38. Not Enough Electricity 
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Something strange is going on in Greenit. Everyone turns off their lights 

when they go to bed but when they wake up in the morning all the 

lights have been turned on again! Not only that, but even the home 

appliances are turning on by themselves. Yoohoo and his friends figure 

out that Oops and Koops have been turning on all the electronic 

appliances in Greenit. Because of Oops and Koops there is an electricity 

shortage and a blackout occurs in the village. Roodee comes to the 

rescue by inventing alternative ways to produce energy. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 39. Dancing with Roodee 
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Roodee is sad because he is not very good at dancing. One day he 

decides to participate in Greenit’s dance contest to show everyone his 

dance skills. He observes the other animals’ dances and tries to figure 

out what dance he should choose, but realizes it is easier said than done. 

He then sees Oops and Koops gracefully performing ballet. Intrigued by 

their dance, Roodee decides to learn ballet for himself! 

Synopsis 



| Episode 40. The Great Flood 
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Big Boss invents a machine that creates rain, and uses it to pour heavy 

rain in the village. It rains so much that Greenit becomes flooded! The 

water covers all of Greenit and the animals are either stuck in the flood 

or floating away in the water. Luckily, thanks to Roodee’s boat invention, 

many animals are saved. It was Big Boss’ plan to flood the village and 

then take over it but his plan comes to an end when the rain machine 

breaks down and cannot be stopped. His plan is ruined when it rains so 

much that even Big Boss’ castle becomes flooded!  

Synopsis 



| Episode 41. The Polluted Magical Spring Water 
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A rumor spreads around Greenit that the magical spring water has 

become polluted. Due to the rumor the animals stop drinking from the 

magical spring water. Without drinking the water the animals of Greenit 

start to age and become old. Even Yoohoo and his friends begin to age 

and they also lose their super powers. Big Boss, who also hears this 

rumor, does not drink from the water either. With the contamination of 

the magical spring water it becomes useless for Big Boss, Oops, and 

Koops to stay in Greenit and they contemplate leaving for good.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 42. Little Ghost 
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Within the Death Forest there is a cemetery. One day, because of Oops 

and Koops, the ghosts of the cemetery are awoken. Yoohoo becomes 

friends with the little flying squirrel ghost and introduces it to his other 

friends. In return, the little flying squirrel ghost wants to introduce 

Yoohoo to other ghost friends and takes him to meet them. Somewhere 

along the way Yoohoo and the little flying squirrel ghost participate in a 

hidden treasure hunt as well.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 43 . We Need a Vacation 
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Oops and Koops are tired of being ordered around and demands a 

vacation. Big Boss fires them instead and Oops and Koops take the 

opportunity to go on a vacation. Big Boss on the other hand begins to 

look for animals to replace Oops and Koops. He hires twin cat brothers 

but they outsmart Big Boss! He then hires an impetuous rat but finds it 

too stressful to work with it. Oops and Koops also try handling different 

jobs but nothing works out for them in end. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 44 . The Awful Smell 
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Oops and Koops capture skunks and plan to use them to chase the 

animals out of Greenit. They begin to make a lot of noise using 

instruments, which trigger the skunks to relieve their smelly gas. The 

stench smothers all of Greenit and the animals begin to run away from 

the smell. Yoohoo and his friends find out that the smell is coming from 

the kidnapped skunks. They rescue the skunks and then plan to get 

revenge on Oops and Koops. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 45 . The Radio DJ and Pammee 
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Pammee is addicted to a radio program. She is captured by the DJ’s 

voice and continually writes fan letters to him. The DJ chooses Pammee’s 

letters and even reads them on air. She writes about how the animals of 

Greenit were having a hard time sleeping because Oops and Koops 

would not stop bothering them and the DJ shows his empathy. But later 

Pammee finds out that the radio DJ is actually Koops!  

Synopsis 



| Episode 46 . Happy Lemmee 
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Lemmee has always been known to be pessimistic about everything. He 

even hands out a booklet titled, ‘Things I Hate,’ to Yoohoo and his 

friends to make sure they know his dislikes. Yoohoo and his friends 

decide to try and fix Lemmee’s pessimistic nature. Yoohoo proposes that 

if Lemmee does not complain or say anything negative for one week 

then he will give up his leadership position to Lemmee. To everyone’s 

surprise Lemmee agrees and even burns his ‘Things I Hate’ book in front 

of his friends, and vows to never say anything negative again. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 47 . Bees are Important 
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While Roodee performs an experiment he accidently shrinks himself as 

small as an insect. Yoohoo and his friends are shocked to see Roodee so 

small and try to figure out how to turn him back to normal. While 

Roodee waits for his friends to find a cure he becomes friends with 

other insects. Oops and Koops are also up to no good as they use fake 

flowers to attract and capture honeybees. As the bees go missing, the 

food in Greenit diminishes and Roodee realizes how important the 

honeybees are to their village.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 48 . Ocean Animals Leave the Ocean 
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Oops and Koops have polluted the ocean and because of them a red 

tide phenomenon occurs. Not being able to breathe in the poor 

conditions the ocean creatures retreat to the land using their fish tank 

car. Yoohoo and his friends begin searching for the animals responsible 

for creating the red tide phenomenon, and in the end find out it was 

Oops and Koops! The king of the ocean captures Oops and Koops and 

punishes them for polluting the ocean. The punishment is to get Oops 

and Koops to work day and night to gather red clay and pour it into the 

ocean, which in return will help fix the red time phenomenon. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 49 . Who’s Big Boss? 
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The Greenit animals are curious about Big Boss. Pammee imagines Big 

Boss to be handsome, but Lemmee imagines him to be ugly. Yoohoo 

and his friends have different ideas about Big Boss and their 

imaginations go wild. Oops and Koops also begin to wonder about Big 

Boss and they secretly sneak into his office when he is out of the castle. 

They use Big Boss’ possessions to try and figure out who he really is. On 

the other hand, Big Boss is weary of the alligators’ actions and becomes 

suspicious of Oops and Koops. 

Synopsis 



| Episode 50 . Crossing the Dangerous Desert 
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The magical spring water is drying up and the stream is no longer being 

replenished from the ground below. As the Greenit animals are worrying 

about the water, Grandfather Owl goes on to tell them a legend. The 

legend is that somewhere within the Friendly Forest there is a water 

balloon that is the root and source of the magical spring water. Yoohoo 

and his friends set forth to find this water balloon but in order to get to 

the Friendly Forest they have to pass the dangerous desert. The desert is 

famous for its unpredictable weather. One moment it would be sunny 

and the next it would begin raining, or it would be hot and then 

suddenly turn cold. As they begin their journey, Oops and Koops also 

follow behind them and try their best to safely cross the desert.  

Synopsis 



| Episode 51 . Finding the Water Balloon 
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Yoohoo and his friends find themselves in the Dragon Forest. They meet 

a few dragons and ask them for directions to the water balloon they are 

trying to find. However, the dragons know nothing about the water 

balloon and are bothered by Yoohoo and his friends. At that moment, 

the dragon leader tells them that he will show them the way to the 

water balloon but only if they can help fix his son’s problem. They find 

out that the son of the dragon leader cannot breathe fire. After a few 

failed attempts by Yoohoo and his friends, they are about to give up 

when Oops and Koops accidently make the dragon son breathe out fire! 

It seems that Oops and Koops will get their hands on the water balloon 

first! 

Synopsis 



| Episode 52 . Big Boss’ True Identity 
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Big Boss is angry because all his plans to take over Greenit have failed. 

Therefore, he decides to take things into his own hands! In order to visit 

the village, Big Boss disguises himself as a clown. In Greenit, he wins the 

favor of all the animals and shows them a video clip of ‘Fun Fun Land,’ 

and persuades them to move there. Lemmee is weary of the suspicious 

clown and figures out that the clown is actually Big Boss in disguise! 

And just as the animals are about to tell Big Boss the location of the 

magical spring water, Lemmee jumps in and exposes Big Boss for who 

he really is! 

Synopsis 


